
Lightweight structure components for different applications are

necessary to reach environmental goals. Since such components

are loaded cyclic interrupted by resting times where creep or/and

relaxations effects occur. These effects influence the fatigue

behavior of short fiber reinforced polymers (sfrp). So, a load

sequence was developed to capture the interaction of creep and

fatigue loads (Fig. 1).

The load sequence is distributed into constant (creep) and cyclic

(fatigue) load blocks. Based on this sequence, the constant load

level was switched between the minimum, mean and maximum of

the cyclic loading.

These tests are also performed at higher temperatures. As a

result, this effect is more pronounced and corresponds to

applicational use. To consider this effect in a lifetime

estimation, models are derived and implemented in an

existing simulation chain (Fig. 2). Additionally, the effect of

frequency, mean stress and fiber orientation on the lifetime

behavior are investigated in this research.
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Load sequence of the combined tests and resulting S/N curves. Depending on the constant load level, the lifetime will be 
reduced or elongated for a certain cyclic stress amplitude**. 

Simulation chain for a lifetime estimation of sfrp. This chain covers beside a 
complex loading sequence, influence parameters like: temperatures, 

notches, stress ratios, fiber orientation etc.*
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